Medieval Love Literature
and The Romance of the Rose
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The individual and literary form
“It is apparent from reading these short poems written down in the
10th century, as well as other texts, that the Anglo-Saxons were
thoroughly equipped to write movingly and evocatively using the first
person ‘I’. However, it is sometimes stated by scholars that ‘love’,
subjectivity, and the concept of individuality are not evident in this
earlier literature, which, to a greater or lesser extent, can also be
regarded as reflecting the culture that produced it. What creates this
response is the contrast between the heroic subject matter of these
earlier texts and the romantic focus of many works that are created in
the post-Conquest period, after about 1100” (Treharne, 86).

The lyric
“The lyrical voice, it is said, emerges in British and Irish writings with
the invention of what is labelled the ‘lyric’, a short poetic form that
spread from France throughout Europe in the 12th century. Its main
theme was specifically romantic love” (Treharne, 86).

Courtly love
• “French romances both reflected and contributed to the social and
intellectual mores of the nobles; the knight owed allegiance and
loyalty to his lord and to his lady, to whom, in addition, he was to
promise complete obedience” (Treharne, 89)
• fin’amor as “the purest love” (89)
• Focus on “women’s beauty and desirability” which creates “of them
objects to be worshipped, but also possessed and subdued” (93)

Courtly love’s influence on religion
• Christ as spouse, Virgin Mary as courtly lady
• “personal love” between devotee and saint (Treharne, 97)
• “Mysticism involves a loving intimacy with Christ, dependent on
sustained meditative focus in order to begin to attain spiritual union
with God” (Treharne, 97)

The Romance of the Rose (Roman de la Rose)
• First author: Guillaume de Lorris, c. 1230,
wrote 4,058 lines. The setting for the first
section is a walled garden.
• Second author: Jean de Meun, c. 1275,
wrote an additional 17,724 lines. In this
second section, allegorical figures give
speeches on love.
• Written in French but translated into many
other medieval languages. Over 300
manuscripts of the Romance still exist today.

“The Heart of the Rose,” a tile designed by William Morris

Dream vision
“In my twentieth year, at the time when Love
claims his tribute from young men, I lay down
one night, as usual, and fell fast asleep. As I
slept, I had a most beautiful and pleasing dream,
but there was nothing in the dream that has not
come true, exactly as the dream told it. Now I
should like to recount that dream in verse, the
better to delight your hearts, for Love begs and
commands me to do so. And if any man or
woman should ask what I wish this romance,
which I now begin, to be called, it is the
Romance of the Rose, in which the whole art of
love is contained. The matter is fair and new;
God grant that she for whom I have undertaken
it may receive it with pleasure. She it is who is so
precious and so worthy of being loved that she
ought to be called Rose” (3).
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Locus amoenus
“Light of heart, gay, and full of happiness, I bent my steps towards a river which I
heard murmuring close by, for I knew no better place to amuse myself than on its
banks. The water fell swiftly and abundantly from a nearby hill; it was clear and
cold as a well or spring, not quite so great as the Seine, but wider. Never before had
I seen that stream, which was so beautifully situated, and I gazed on the delightful
spot with pleasure and happiness. As I cooled and washed my face in the clear,
shining water, I saw that the bed of the stream was all covered and paved with
gravel. The fair, broad meadow descended to the water’s edge, and the morning
was clear and calm, bright and mild. Then I set off throughout the meadow,
wandering happily downstream, keeping to the river bank. When I had gone a little
further, I saw a large and extensive garden, entirely surrounded by a high,
crenellated wall, which was decorated on the outside with paintings and carved
with many rich inscriptions. I gazed with pleasure at the images and the paintings
on the wall, and I shall tell you what they were like, as far as I can remember” (4-5).

Reading allegorically: the garden and its walls
“I gazed intently on these images, which, as I have said, were painting in gold
and azure all along the wall. The wall, which was high and formed a square,
served instead of a hedge to enclose and fence off a garden where no
shepherd had ever been. This garden was most beautifully situated, and I
would have been very grateful to anyone who had been willing to take me
inside by way of a ladder or staircase, for it is my opinion that no man ever
saw such joy or such delight as were in that garden. That place was not too
scornful or ungenerous to shelter birds; never was there a place so rich in
trees nor in singing birds, for there were three times as many birds as in the
whole kingdom of France. The harmony of their moving songs was most
beautiful to hear; the whole world must rejoice at it. For my part, I was filled
with such joy when I heart it that not for a hundred pounds, if the way in had
been open, would I have failed to enter and see the birds assembled there
(may God preserve them!) merrily warbling love’s dances and his delightfully
joyful and agreeable melodies” (9).
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